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Sams Teach Yourself MySQL in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2000
Sams Teach Yourself MySQL in 21 Days teaches you to design and implement your own open source database. Topics include: Designing and Creating your First Database, Normalizing your Data, Adding Tables, Columns, and Indexes, MySQL Data Types, Importing and Exporting Data, Locks and Keys, Building a MyODBC Interface, Building a Perl Interface,...
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Pro SQL Server 2012 PracticesApress, 2012

	Pro SQL Server 2012 Practices is an anthology of high-end wisdom from a group of accomplished database administrators who are quietly but relentlessly pushing the performance and feature envelope of Microsoft SQL Server 2012. With an emphasis upon performance—but also branching into release...
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Success in Programming: How to Gain Recognition, Power, and Influence Through Personal BrandingApress, 2014

	Why should you, a competent software developer or programmer, care about your own brand? After all, it’s not like you're an actor or musician.


	In fact, as Success in Programming: How to Gain Recognition, Power, and Influence Through Personal Branding demonstrates in...
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Practical Salesforce.com Development Without Code: Customizing Salesforce on the Force.com PlatformApress, 2014

	Are you facing a challenging Salesforce.com problem--say, relating to automation, configuration, formulation, or reporting--that you can't quite crack? Or maybe you are hoping to infuse some creativity into your solution design strategy to solve problems faster or make solutions more efficient? Practical Salesforce.com Development...
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A Unified Framework for Video Summarization, Browsing & Retrieval: with Applications to Consumer and Surveillance VideoAcademic Press, 2005
Large volumes of video content can only be easily accessed by the use of rapid browsing and retrieval techniques. Constructing a video table of contents (ToC) and video highlights to enable end users to sift through all this data and find what they want, when they want are essential. This reference puts forth a unified framework to integrate these...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY MacBook AirVisual, 2013

	Get the most out of the latest MacBook Air with this easy-to-read visual guide


	Who doesn't love the MacBook Air? It's light as a feather, yet delivers heavyweight functionality. If you want clear, practical, visual instructions on how to use your new MacBook Air, this is the book for you. Using tons of illustrations...
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SQL Server 2012 Query Performance Tuning (Expert's Voice in SQL Server)Apress, 2012

	Queries not running fast enough? Tired of the phone calls from frustrated users? Grant Fritchey’s book SQL Server 2012 Query Performance Tuning is the answer to your SQL Server query performance problems. The book is revised to cover the very latest in performance optimization features and techniques. It is current with SQL...
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Advanced Social Media Marketing: How to Lead, Launch, and Manage a Successful Social Media ProgramApress, 2012

	Hundreds of millions of Americans are using social media (SM), and already some 70% of businesses have joined them there, using Facebook and other SM platforms to connect with their customers, and attract new ones. So the real question isn’t whether to take your business onto social media platforms—but how to do it quickly,...
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Spark for Python DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Set up real-time streaming and batch data intensive infrastructure using Spark and Python
	
		Deliver insightful visualizations in a web app using Spark (PySpark)
	
		Inject live data using Spark Streaming with real-time events



	Book Description


	Looking...
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Nonprofit Bookkeeping & Accounting For Dummies (Wiley Finance)For Dummies, 2009
Counting the money in your wallet or purse is an act of accounting. If you ever make a note of how much you have, you’re even performing a bookkeeping function. You count things all the time in everyday life without thinking twice about accounting. For example, you count the plates before setting the table at home. You count the number of...
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Packet Guide to Core Network ProtocolsO'Reilly, 2011

	Trying to find the perfect networking resource or textbook can be a real challenge.
	Sometimes they are extremely focused on one technology, and thus miss the mark. Or
	they are extremely broad, covering every networking idea known to man. This book is
	about something that all networks have in common—the core protocols. Networks...
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Pro SharePoint 2010 Development for Office 365Apress, 2012

	Welcome to the world of customization and development for SharePoint Online in Office 365. Although

	Office 365 offers lots of opportunities for businesses and developers, it also represents a different

	development and deployment paradigm from what most SharePoint developers are accustomed to in a

	traditional on-premise environment....
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